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Silvodel Solutions profile

“Simplifed Software Solutions”
BASE
We are a Mumbai based technology company whose key focus lies in being innovative by
providing creative solutions to the most challenging IT problems while offering our services to
those organizations desirous of customizing their operations or establishing their presence on
the world wide web by using cutting-edge technology.
Activity
Over the years, we have developed, designed and implemented software applications,
web sites, etc. to cater to different industries like education, hospitality management,
financial services, logistics and so on.
Our major activities revolve around:
Ø Product Development Ø Security Services Ø Client Server Solutions Ø Web-based
Development Activities Ø Design & Maintenance of Websites (including domain name
registration & hosting) Ø Data Processing Solutions Ø Consultancy Ø Technical
Support Ø Legacy Systems Transformation
Environment
Our current focus is on Client-Server Applications following Event-Driven and ObjectOriented Development Guidelines with Open Systems technology concepts.
The company applies the latest Microsoft Standards using VB.Net, VB6, VC++,
XML, ActiveX Technology etc. and is equally accomplished employing SQL92/ODBC compliant RDBMS.
With the trend gradually shifting towards using of open-source software, we
are equally adept at such technologies like Java, JSP, J2EE, PHP, etc and
databases like MYSQL.
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FLAGSHIP
Our core focus has been towards development of a customized Crew Management
Database System titled - “CrewsAlong” a software ideally suited to organizations
whose prime activity is sourcing and rotation of personnel for employment on board
merchant navy ocean-going ships.
OBJECTIVES
In order to attain client satisfaction, we need to carefully analyze our client's needs and
expectations. To achieve this, we interact with our clients and endeavour to understand
their requirements and thereby help them to attain their goal. We aim to achieve this by
carrying out a thorough, in-depth study of their requirements. And, after elaborate
discussions and meetings, we develop a tailor-made, customized solution just for you and
make your dream a reality.
TEAM
Two Project Managers, Two Project Leaders, programmers and a network of associates who
collectively pool in their resources to provide cutting-edge solutions and who are driven by the
sole objective of providing better performance.
CONTACT
Silvodel Solutions, Eucress Building, C-41, 7th Floor, Wadala (East), Mumbai 400 037, INDIA.
Tel. # (91-22) 2 - 412 8397,
Email : info@silvodel.com, silvodel@vsnl.com
Website : www.silvodel.com

